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Abstract
Designing an International Friendship Model
For Children
Charlotte Martins
December 5, 2008

_Integrative
_x_Field

Thesis

Project

In 2006 this writer traveled to Windhoek, Namibia to take the course Walking the Truth;
Culture, Gender and HIV/AID,S in Sub-Saharan Africa.
As part of that class each student was assigned to work with an organization or individual
whose mission was working with HIV/AIDS patients or there families. It was from this
experience that the project was born. The purpose of this project is to design a friendship
model that links children of middle school age from different cultures and different
nations together through letter writing.
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Chapter I. Introduction of the Project

Historical journey 2006 to 2008
The purpose of this project is to design a friendship model that links children

of

middle school age from different cultures and different nations together through letter

writing. It grew out of an experience the writer had when visiting the country of Namibia
in 2006 as part of the course, Walking the Truth: Culture, Gender and HIV/AIDS in SubSaharan Africa. Each Augsburg student was assigned to work with an individual or

organization whose mission was working with individuals affected by AIDS either
because they had the disease or they offered services to family members of AIDS

patients. Mother's Hope was the organization this writer was assigned. This organization
was started by Rev. Christina Karises, a pastor, who saw a need and acted on it.

About 10 years ago Rev. Karises would visit city hospitals and pray with dying
AIDS patients. She noticed that the children of these patients had no food to eat and no
where to go to find food. She began gathering left over food from local businesses,

picking up sticks and wood to make

a

fire. She made big pots of soup every day to feed

the children. She would buy extra ingredients with money from her own pension. She
also sought out donations of day-old bread or vegetables to help when her own money
ran out. The kids came to her home by invitation. They were children of patients who
were dying of AIDS or those who had died that she had come in contact with at the

hospital. The entire program mushroomed and she sought more help.

I

Afrox, the natural

gas company in Namibia, helped her

build a room in the back

of her small house by supplying the carpenters and the supplies. Her house is a small
cinderblock structure with three rooms: a bedroom, living room and kitchen. The room
that was added is on the back of the house and is made of corrugated tin and has three

windows. During the summer the temperature can get as high as 1 l5 degrees outdoors
and there is no fan to cool the room

down. The children eat inside this room at meal

times. Tables and chairs are set up every day for meal time. There are not enough plates
and cups and silverware to go around so the children eat in shifts and the dishes are
washed in-between each shift. In the morning children come for a snack, usually

consisting of a piece of fried bread and a glass of cold coffee with a little sugar added. At
lunch time the children eat a one dish meal, usually a type of porridge with vegetables,

rice and some meat. In the afternoon more children come for a snack. The food is cooked
on a one burner gas stove in the corner of this room. There is no sink available, but there
is running cold water to use for cooking and washing dishes inside this room. In 2006
when this writer was in Namibia, there were 40 to 50 children being fed 2 snacks and
noon lunch every week duy. On the return visit in 2008, Rev. Karises said there were 70

to 80 children eating every day.
The children's lives that were part of the orphan feeding program were very

different from those of children in the surrounding area of Maple Grove, Minnesota. In
2006 when this writer visited Namibia, it was learned that these children live in a slum
suburb of Windhoek, Namibia named Katatura. They are orphaned children taken care

by their grandparents or other family members. In Namibia, an orphan is defined as a

child that has lost one or both parents. Public schools are available in Katatura, but the
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children are required to wear uniforms and pay tuition. The children, who Rev. Karises
tends to, are many times malnourished because of lack of food. They are often unable to

attend school due to lack of funds to buy uniforms or pay the tuition. Safety is also a

factor. Violent crime is a common occuffence in their neighborhoods. The homes have
fences and gates around them though they are inadequate to keep unwanted people away.

Walking at night is dangerous as there are no street lights. Due to lack of income and the
cost of electricity lights aren't used a lot in the homes at night, making it

difficult to study

after school in the evenings. Upon returning to the United States, this writer wanted to
help the children from her home community understand and come to appreciate and
develop empathy for the life struggles of these children in Namibia. Factors that were

important to understand included knowledge about the different ethnicities, diversity in

family structure and types of homes, varying accessibility to education, safety issues the
children faced, difficulty of having food to eat on a regular basis with no goverrrrnental
feeding program in place, severity of the climate and the reality that children had to work

to survive.
The model this paper is written about first began as a project implemented in

2006.After getting permission from the Rev. Karises the author developed a program to
allow Rev. Karises' children to share letters with the children in the U.S. Rev. Karises
and the author e-mailed back and forth and developed an

initial project connecting

these

two groups of children. Rev. Karises reported that the children in Windhoek were
excited about corresponding with children from the United States.

This writer met with the children in the

5th and 6th grade

Wednesday night class in

her church in Maple Grove, MN. A letter was distributed to the children to give to their

J

parents explaining about the project. The children were taught about the culture,

geography, education system, family unit, and the disease of HIV/AIDS. This was done

by showing power point programs each night from pictures that had been taken in 2006
and telling the stories of the experiences of this writer on her first trip to that country. The

Minnesota students that wanted to participate could, but they were under no obligation.
For eight Wednesday nights they were taught by this writer about Namibia. They
were shown pictures of Namibian geography, goverrunent buildings, grade schools and

university buildings and city street scenes. There were also pictures of the head of the
Mother's Voice program, Rev. Christina Karises, the children she ministered too and the
type of housing in the area the organization is located.
The children that wanted to participate were asked to write a letter about
themselves and have someone take their picture. Each participating child was given a

cloth bag approximately 12 inches by I B inches that had been made by this writer and
asked to put different items in the bag tbr a child that would receive

it in Namibia. Items

they could include were paper, pencil sharpener, pencils, bar of soap, wash cloth, socks,
wash cloth, a comb or brush, paper back book and a toy,
The Minnesota children we encouraged to use their imagination when filling the
bag. Their letter about themselves and pictures were also added to the bag. The bags were

tied shut with either pink or blue ribbon so they could be identified for a male or female
bag because of the contents when handed out to the Namibian children.
be given to either a male or female,

it was tied with

a

If the bag could

yellow ribbon. More than 50 of

these bags were taken to Windhoek, Namibia in Feb. 2008 and handed out to the children
at the Mother's Voice feeding center. The children in Katatura had been asked by
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Christina Karises, to write a letter about themselves and these letters would be exchanged

for letters written by children from the U.S. Each of the Namibian children had their
picture taken by this writer when she returned in 2008 to visit the Mother's Voice
program. These pictures were paired up with the letters the Namibian children had

written and were taken back to the U.S. by this writer to be handed out to the children
from Minnesota.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of the project is to develop amodel by which children from the
suburbs of Katatura, Namibia and children from the suburbs of Minneapolis, Minnesota
have an opportunity to teach each other about culture, educational opportunities, family

life, geography and what it is like growing up in the area of the world where they live.
Based on this original project, the author proposes to create a model that can be replicated

with other children from different countries. The children in the metropolitan area of
Minneapolis/St. Paul had much to learn from the children that Rev. Christina Karises
ministers to every day. Children in both geographic regions have several things in
common. The opportunity to attend school is available.

All children want to live in a safe

home, and they want an adult to love and care for them. Many things are different
between the two groups. The children in Minnesota don't have to pay tuition and
purchase uniforms in order to attend public school. The Minnesota children have the

privilege of living in homes that are secure and safe. The disease HIV/AIDS isn't
rampant in their surrounding Minnesota community. Food is plentiful and water is safe to

drink. Toys and playground equipment are readily accessible for the children in Maple
Grove, Minnesota.
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Dr. Madeleine Leininger studied the differences in the cultures of the children she
cared for in the 1950's and earned a doctorate in cultural anthropology from the

University of Washington in 1965. From this whole field of study emerged her Theory of
Culture Care Diversity and Universality. She developed the Sunrise Model to help guide
nursing judgments and activities when caring for patients. Dr. Leininger's study used the
term culture-specific which referred to specific patterns of behavior that are shared by
another group. Dr. Leininger's desire was to design her theory so it could be globally
applied to all people. She wanted it to compare differences and similarities of groups

of

people. The theory also was designed to use emic knowledge and etic views. By using the
knowledge of the people within the culture being studied and the views of those people
outside the group, Dr. Leininger was able to explain health in transcultural nursing on a

worldwide basis (Leininger, 1997). The International Friendship Model was designed for
some of the same reasons. It can be used with any two people groups from anywhere in

the world. Children need to learn about the similarities and differences between
themselves and children of the same age living in different areas of the globe. It's also

important to use the knowledge that they share with each other about what it's like to live
and grow where they have residence and how the world perceives someone from a

different culture and ethnic group.
Culture-universal was another transcultural term used to define patterns of
behavior that are seen among all groups of people. One of the reasons transcultural
nursing has emerged is due to the great migration of people groups all around the world.
Just a couple of generations flgo, Minnesota was made up mostly of immigrants from

Europe. Nowthe state consists of a multifaceted group of people from multiple nations
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around the world. According to a supervisor of Interpreter Services at a major clinic in

Minneapolis translators on staff are proficient in l4 languages. Five different agencies are
contracted to cover other languages that are not covered by staff members. It was
estimated that at least 100 languages and dialects are interpreted for patients at this clinic
each year. Five years ago the staff consisted of twelve to fourteen people in the

department, now there are over 50 people on staff.
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Chapter II. Literature Review
Dan Nichols works in the English Language Learner (ELL) Department in the

Osseo/Brooklyn Park School District (D. Nichols, personal communication, November

20,2008).He reported that approximately 900 children arrive every year into this school
district that do not speak English as their first language. He said he has worked in this
department for eight years and noticed that the area of the world where immigrants are

coming has changed. In 2000 the majority of the immigrants came fiom Liberia on the
continent of Africa. Now the major population of non-speaking English stuidents is

Latinos. He said the school district and surrounding metropolitan areaare expecting a
large population of immigrants from lraq. Mr. Nichols said that the United States was

critized for not accepting enough refugees from Iraq. In the Osseo/Brooklyn Park District
the main languages spoken that are not English are Spanish, Hmong, Liberian English,
Vietnamese and Oromo. He also said the only interpreters they have on staff are Spanish
interpreters. The Hmong interpreter left and so far they are unable to find a replacement.
There are misunderstandings about different types of attire that people wear due

to cultural traditions. Many times chitdren raised in the United States have not been
taught about the cultures of people from other ethnicities. They have not learned about
the geography, goverrlments, and school systems of other nations. This writer found that

they weren't interested in learning because they weren't given first hand knowledge

of

specific people groups. When they were asked specifically if they knew where Namibia
was, no one in the group had any idea. When asked if they had heard of South Africa,
many children had some idea of where South Africa was located on the continent

B

of

Africa. It was then explained to them that Namibia was once part of South Africa. A large
map of the African Continent was on display at the front of the class room and those two
countries were pointed out. Pictures of the children this writer had come in contact with
in Namibia were shown via power point and the children started to ask questions. They
wanted to know where the parents were of the children pictured. What kind of houses did
they live in? Did they have television? What was the food like? Did they take buses to go

to school? Were any of the children taught at home?
Tamara B. Orr wrote in 2000 about the benefits of finding a pen pal and starting a

relationship with someone from another country. The writer encourages children to meet
someone who is from another country, who dresses different from themselves, who

practices a different religion and who lives in another culture (Orr, 2000). Pen-pal letter

writing has been researched to help with improving reading, writing, math skills and also
geography knowledge (Lemkuhl,2002). This study encouraged the letter writing children

to use math by comparing temperatures of the climates and time zones of the children
involved. They also learned about animals native to the areawhere their pen pals lived.
This all increased the knowledge and understanding of another group of people not living
in the same area. (Lemkuhl,2002). Nancy Necora Charron, a reading specialist at an
elementary school in Massachusetts, wrote about the opportunities children have writing

to a pen pal in another state or country via the internet. Pen pal programs using the
internet allow teachers to set up communication with students around the world (Charron,

2007). There are many websites available that teachers can use to accomplish this
activity, such as Intercultural E-Mail Classroom Connections (www.iecc.orq) or ePALS
(www,epals.com) to name two (Charron,2007). The challenges children have using the
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web and communicating with classmates in another country helps them develop skills
they can use later on in the work force. "Projected workplace needs encompass using

electronic discourse communities to solve problems, work collaboratively, and
cornmunicate effectively (Bruce, 1997; Smith, Mikulecky, Kibby, Dreher, & Dole, 2000).
Pen pal programs have also been shown to motivate students to write. The
students had a positive audience that was reading what they wrote, which has a positive

affect on the students' written language production (Charron, 2001). A pen-pal program
was started between children of the United States and Bolivia to develop intercultural
understanding between the two classrooms of students (Cushner, MacClelland, &

Safford, 2006). The educators participating hoped to teach their children to be sensitive
and knowledgeable about the children form the other country they were writing (Gozales,

2006).

Using the technology of computers was not an option with the International
Friendship Model because the children in Katatura, Namibia do not have access to
computers. In the United States children are able to go to a library and use the public
computers if they don't have a computer in their home. In Namibia, the libraries are far
away from the children in this suburb.
Theorist

Dr. Madeleine Leininger has helped make transcultural nursing a reality in the
world today. She realized the importance of nurses knowing about other cultures and
ethnic groups in treating patients (Leininger, 1997). Her theory of culture care diversity
and universality first developed in the early 1960's. She addressed the factors of the
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mobility of people due to migration and humans becoming refugees has on society
(Leininger, 1997).
Dr. Leininger provided the following definition for transcultural nursing:
Transcultural nursing is a formal area of study and practice in nursing focused
upon comparative holistic cultural care, health, and illness patterns of individuals
and groups with respect to differences and similarities in cultural values, beliefs,
and practices with the goal to provide culturally congruent, sensitive, and

competent nursing care to people of diverse cultures. (Leininger 1995, p.4).
The principles behind Dr. Leininger's nursing theory can be used in nursing and also
outside of that realm. The daily news describes articles relating to people trying to
escape

civil war

and persecution and that the United States receives thousands

of

refugees every year. With people moving away from their homelands and into foreign

countries where they are starting over, there is conflict of cultures, problems with
healthcare providers accepting different cultures, and disagreements about race

(Leininger, 1997).
Leininger's theory explains ways "that culturally constituted care contributes to
the health and well being of people or helps people face death and disabilities"

(Leininger, 1997 p. 342). This process is not only appropriate in the nursing world but
also in the daily lives of people groups trying to live together in harrnony.
There are several reasons why nurses should learn about Culture Care Nursing
according to Dr. Leininger. Some of these same reasons can also relate to children
learning about other cultures. A student of transcultural nursing can "provide culturally
relevant, responsible, and meaningful care to people of different cultures" (Leininger,
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1995, p. 3). Leininger stated

"in the twenty-first century all nurses will need to be

prepared in transcultural nursing with substantive knowledge and skills to function in an
intense multicultural world" (Leininger, 1995

p.4). This project connecting children

between two different cultures and countries has the same goal of increasing knowledge
about children from other cultures.

Transcultural nursing has become the framework for culturally relevant care to
people of different cultures (Leininger, 1995). This same mindset should carry over to

daily interaction of one people group to another. One way of accomplishing this in the
next generation is to educate and expose children to other cultures and people groups.

Dr. Leininger wanted

a

theory that would be useful with all cultures, be diverse,

and show caring to all people groups (Leininger, 1997). This writer wanted the children

in both countries to learn understanding of each other and to show caring by what the
children wrote and what the children of Minnesota sent in their Bags of Friendship. One
of the children in Katatura, who had so little to give, sent an artificial rose back to give to
the person in the United States who had sent them the Bag of Friendship. This writer

believes that if relationships were started at a young age between children of different
countries and ethnic groups, understanding would grow and worldviews would be
broadened among the participants.

The Namibian students this writer interacted with had a narrow worldview

of

what was beyond their city. Without money they were unable to travel and knew little
about the continent on which they live. They did not know much about the geography

of

their own nation. When asked about Johannesburg, South Africa they didn't know where

it was in relationship to Katatura. Many had never
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seen the ocean even though

it was only

a couple hundred miles away. Most had never been able to travel, and now that they are

orphans, money is almost non-existent. They had heard of the United States of America
and at first they were shy and reluctant to interact with a white stranger from a foreign
land.
Since the first trip to Namibia, Rev. Christine Karises has taken the children to

Swakopmund, Namibia for a long week end vacation. Most had never traveled outside
the city limits before the trip. Since the children had never traveled on or been close to an
airplane, this writer took one of the long periods of time she had with Rev. Karises

children in 2006 to explain about an airplane, what it looked like on board, how a
passenger could eat meals while the plane was in the air and the convience of bathrooms

on board the aircraft. Also time was spent teaching the children about the geography

of

the world, since they had no idea the correlation between the land masses of Africa,
Europe and North America.
The Namibian children interviewed are prevented from learning much about other
countries because of the school systems structure and the lack of educational tools. Public
schools are overcrowded; there may be 45 to 50 children to a classroom. Children attend
school for half days due to the great number of children and lack of teachers and
classroom space. One group of children attends school from 7am to 1l:30am and the
second group attends from noon to 4:30pm. Two separate schools in Katatura were

visited in 2008 hy this writer. At one of the schools there were 1287 students, and
approximately 800 were orphans according to the principal (G. Krauezepa, personal
communication, March 4, 2008). The student to teacher ratio was 45 to 1. The principal
at this school was interested in a pen-pal program for his students to get involved in. He
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also asked this writer

if

she knew

of any teachers in the United States that would be

interested in a teacher exchange program for 2 months.

At one of the elementary schools this writer met two sisters

ages 8 and 10. The

girls walked two hours every morning to attend school. They traveled with their
grandmother who works in the city. When they arrive at the school building around 7am
they must wait until their class starts at noon so they spend 5 hours wait time sitting on a
bench in the principal's office. They were allowed to attend class even though they

didn't

have uniforms. They don't eat breakfast because there is no money for food, and they

don't have a lunch to eat before they start class. The principal explained to this writer that

if

he could have anything for his school, he wouldn't ask for more desks or books or

more teachers. His number one desire was to have a free lunch program for the children.
He said a student could not learn if they didn't have food. He told this writer that a few
years ago a group came to the school every day and made free lunch for the children. He
said the program suddenly ended and he wasn't given a reason why

it was discontinued.

He also told how many of the children come to school without breakfast and return home
and probably don't eat then either. This writer did not understand this dilemma until
seeing the problem first hand. Educating children in the United States with this type

of

information helps them become culturally congruent, knowledgeable and sensitive
citizens.
The principle did say the government wants to help, but there is no money.

Unemployment is on the rise in Namibia for many reasons. Over half the peopte in the
country live on less than $2.00 per day. The unemployment rate is at least 33 percent.
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Namibia is threatened with HIV/AIDS, food insecurity and lack of government capacity

(IRIN News, 2008).
There is an uneven distribution of income in the country of Namibia, the

wealthiest 5 percent of the people controlT0% of the gross domestic product. The poorest
55% of Namibians control 3 percent of the GDP (World Bank Group,2008)" The black

population has been confined to rural areas where much of the area is not adequate for
growing crops. The country needs to address efficient use of labor. It is difficult for the
government to raise additional revenue; therefore administrative costs need to be
streamlined. As a relatively new nation, many problems need to be addressed and solved
by the government officials (World Bank Group, 2008).

Walking across the campus of this elementary school, there was no playground
equipment. The Association for Childhood Education International (Isenberg &

Quisenb€ffy, 2002) published a paper on the importance of the essential role of ptay in
children's lives. The research found that play was important for healthy growth,
development, and learning across all cultures. "Play allows children to use their creativity

while developing their imagination, dexterity, and physical cognitive and emotional
strength. Play is important to healthy brain development" (Ginsburg,2007 p.182). Play

allows children to conquer their fears while practicing adult roles (Ginsber g, 2A01. There
is evidence that play is important to heal emotional traumas (Isenberg, 2002).Ina

country in crisis because of the AIDS virus, children are definitely experiencing trauma.

All the children eating at Mother's Voice
one or both parents is labeled an orphan.

are orphaned. In Namibia, a child that has lost

If one of the parents

has died, chances are

extremely likely that the other parent has contracted the disease. "People are not
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abstaining. People are not using condoms. Girls often have two or more boyfriends and

they are use condoms inconsistently, if at all" (Timberg,2007 p. A1).
In the United States schools the playgrounds of the schools have extensive
playground equipment available for children to play on. In comparison, the schools in
Katatura were visited by this writer had school grounds surrounded by barbed wire fences

to keep the children safely enclosed. The children played in the bare area where no
playground equipment was present. The barbed wire fence helped keep out people that
may hurt the students.

Lorraine Maxwell, a noted human-environment-relations specialist studied the
"relationship between the physical environment and a child's self-identity, self esteem
and academic performance" (Ulrich, 2004,

p.l l) Crowded and noisy environments

are

stressful and have a negative effect on children. Not only were the children in the
Katatura schools crowded on the play ground but the same could be said of the
classrooms. Some children had to sit two persons to a chair. There was little for the

children to do when they were out for recess. Since there was no lunch program, and few
cold lunches could be seen, the children had little to sustain themselves to be ready to
learn after the recess break. The biggest attraction that day seemed to be trying to touch
the white foreign women walking through the crowds of children.

Child Development
The children involved in Minnesota and also in Katatura, Namibia were in the

middle school age bracket of 10 to l2 years of age. In the Mayo Clinic Family Health
Book (Larson, 1993), a group of specific changes occur in children of this age bracket.
Relationships form r,vith people out side of the home which is one reason this is a perfect
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age to start an international letter exchange model. People outside the

family are very

influential. Writing letters with someone of another culture and nation could influence
children to change their worldview and become more accepting and tolerant of others that
are different than themselves.

This age group of people is honing their ability to read. Writing letters to others

trying to describe the environment that the writer lives in can only improve their reading
skills. Moral behavior is learned (Larson, 1993). Children that are raised in the slums of
Katatura need role models and the knowledge that not all children live in a crime infested

world like they do could be the role model that they need. Self esteem is developed and
social rules are laid down and copied. This age group of people identifies with their

peers. If children of both areas of the world have the opportunity to develop relationships

with someone from another country it can only improve how they feel about themselves.
These preteen years ate a time of learning about cooperation, independence and

interrelationships with peers (Larson, 1993). The letters that the two groups of children
had to write to each other were designed in the model to share about the writer's life,

their friends, their family, and explaining about their schools and activities. These
relationships all help the writer of these letters to express their feelings about
interrelationships, self esteem and the society that they live in.
School age children want to be part of a peer group and want to be popular

(Larson, 1993). With the activity of writing these letters for the Friendship Model, the
children were all part of a special group learning about another country and people group.
They were participating in an activity that was different than every one else, and many
people outside of the classroom were learning about this activity. Rev. Karises would e-
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mail this writer and explain how the children in Katatura were busy writing their letters
and longing for this writer to come back for a visit and to exchange letters with them.

During this time of the preteen years, children spend most of their time with other
children of the same sex (Larson, 1 993).It was decided early in this project to pair the
children exchanging letters in groups of two of the same sex. This also helped with the
children in Minnesota deciding on what gifts to buy to put in their Bags of Friendship.
The idea for this project came about because the writer wanted other children to
learn about other cultures and other values, beliefs and needs of children in other parts
the world. This writer realized after the first trip to Namibia that

of

it is very easy to go from

one culture in another country and another continent in a short period of time. She knows

there is a great possibility that the youth of the Minneapolis suburb where she lives may

travel to another land in the next ten years, The writer wanted to share what she knew
about the Namibian culture she had experienced and give the children in both Namibia
and Minnesota the opportunity to communicate with someone in another part of the

world. The need to learn of other cultures and people groups increases the awareness of
medical problems that plague the world. It also is imporlant for understanding of how the
ecosystems of the world are intermingled. When people of other nations understand each

other and their environments, there is less possibility of global misunderstandings and
wars.
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Chapter III Model Design

The following outline lays out the structure for an educational model
that

will link children from different cultures

and different nations together

through letter writing This model can be used with middle school age children,

A. Phase I
Develop relationship
- Model in Namibia, next project in Mozambique,
Learn facts about the country where the project

will

be located

a.) Country- background and data

b.) Politics
c.) Economics
d.) Social Structure
e.) Religions

f.) Education
-Site Visit
a.) Work with person or organization already established in the

country
Research non-governmental organizations

firmly in place

b.) Make arrangements to visit in person or speak on phone to explain
project
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c.) Ideally, allow time to visit the country and learn first hand
knowledge of organization and people

B. Phase II
Education

-Letter of Intro (Appendix A)
a.) Write a letter to parents of children who may desire to participate

b.) Explain material children

will

be presented

c.) Address what will be asked of each child involved
d.) Stress voluntary participation project
-Educational program
a.) Children in both countries learn from each other

b.) Opportunity to increase geography knowledge, grammar and letter

writing skills
c.) Development of friendship with someone of another culture or

ethnicity
-Guidelines for topics taught to children before letter writing beginsModel was eight 30 minute group gatherings
a.) Country over view and over view of project

b.)Culture/geography-make sure to use a map
c.)People groups
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d.)Education
e.)Disease-since Namibia has a high incident of HIViAIDS, this topic
was one group session

f.) Government
g.)Agriculture, native animals, industry
h.)Explaining letter writing and bag content
-Guidelines for inclusion in bags/letters
a.) Bags should include personal items- soap, washcloth, tooth brush
toothpaste, brush, socks, t-shirt

b.) school items also need to be included- pencils, pencil sharpener
ruler, paper, solar calculator
c.) Special items to be included- age appropriate paper back book, small
toy or game, picture of person sending bag
d.) Letter written should include information about geography, school

family, pets, free time activity
e.) Include a picture to make project more personal

f.) Don't include photo including your home or car
g.) Set a weight limit on each bag depending on mode of travel

C.

Phase III

Delivery
-Pack in suitcases or boxes realizing Customs will have to open the bags
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-Check with Customs information on line for any specific requirements
-Decide on systematic way of handing out Bags of Friendship to

Namibian children
-Bags were marked with pink ribbon for girls, blue ribbons for boys or

yellow ribbon suitable for either gender
-Attach letters from Namibian children with their picture to be given to
American children
D. Phase IV
Feedback

-The use of pictures in power point presentations helped children
understand the recipients of gifts

-Mail letters of introduction to parents to make sure they receive the
information
-Check each bag before sending to make sure all gifts are appropriate
-Due to weight limitations, it may be better to purchase school
supplies in the country where bags are to be delivered

This project requires cooperation between children's leaders in two different areas
of the world. Careful plaruring should be made to make sure the children understand the
mission of the project and that they agree to take part in the activity. Ideally the leaders
should be able to speak to each other via phone, e-mail or in person. The goal of this

project is for both groups of children to gain knowledge of a culture from another area of
the world
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Chapter IV. Implementation
Phase

I
Two groups of children from different areas of the world should be involved in

this project. For all practical purposes let us assume that the person starting the model

lives in the United States. Ideally it would we helpful if the leader of the U.S. group could
have direct contact with someone of authority in the international group of children. This

could be done through e-mail, telephone contact or best case scenario a personal visit.
The guide lines for the communication need to be decided. The two leaders of children
need to lay out the guide lines for the communication. This could be letter

taped message, each student taping or

writing or

writing someone of the opposite group.

First because this took place in a church, this writer discussed the project with the
children's pastor minister. It was decided that the parents should be sent a letter
explaining what the project was all about and that there children were under no obligation
to participate in letter writing or filling a bag if they did not wish to do so. Later it was
learned that only a couple of parents ever received that letter, so another copy of the letter
was mailed directly to the parents at their home address.

In 2006 the children at Mother's Voice were taught about the United States and
many of the subjects suggested. When this writer returned in 2008, many of the children
had left and others had taken their place so the Namibian children were not

knowledgeable about the United States. Rev. Karises had never visited the U.S. so did
not have first hand knowledge of this country therefore she was unable to teach her
subject about the United States like this writer could teach the Minnesota children about
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Namibia. Rev. Karises was eager for the children to learn but didn't have the information
available to her or the knowledge on how to research the information.

Both groups of children would gain more from the project if they were taught
several things about the other group. The topics of geography, history of the country
where each group lives, goverrrment, types of industry common in each region, religious

beliefs, cultural practices, school systems, economy of country children live in, and any
prevalent diseases of the area could all be taught to the children. This could be done

through assigning topics or in the case of this writer teaching children by relating
personal experiences and showing power point presentations with pictures the writer had
taken when visiting the other country.

In this application of the model, the teaching was carried out over an

I week

period, every Wednesday night for 30 to 40 minutes with the children from the United
States. Some weeks the children had assignments such as looking for the following

week's topic on the internet. A map of the continent of Africa was brought to class every
week and displayed in front of the class. No one knew where the country was located the

first evening teaching was begun. The children were encouraged to listen to the news to
notice if the countries of Namibia or South Africa were mentioned. At the end of every
week's teaching there was always a question and answer period.

After the children were taught about Namibia for

I weeks, the children that

wished to participate further started writing their letters. They were encouraged to write
about themselves, including information about the schools they attended or if home
schooled what that entailed. World Vision, a Christian humanitarian organization which
has a

child sponsorship program, sets guidelines on how to write letters. Included in the
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letters were their activities and family responsibilities. An explanation of who was
included in their family was requested. If there were pets in the family they were asked to
include that information also. The United States students were encouraged not to describe

their homes, cars, or vacations as many people from other countries think of Americans
in a negative way due to economic background and political aspirations. Teaching the
Minneapolis suburban children this information was a source of added conversation
during the 8 week sessions. Pictures shown to them gave examples of the homes the
children lived in Namibia. The students were also asked to include a picture of
themselves with a very neutral background, such as a lake or trees but not their homes.
The children were taught about the vegetation in Namibia and since it is so

different from the United States) encouraged to send an outdoor picture of them and
explain about the vegetation in Minnesota. Each child writing a letter was given a cloth
bag to

fill. The children were asked to fill the bags with supplies

as pencils, paper,

needed for school such

pencil sharpener, ruler. They needed to also include personal hygiene

items such as bar soap, wash cloth, plastic cup, tooth brush, tooth paste comb or brush. It
was suggested that they send the child getting their bag a toy to play with, a pair of socks
and possibly a shirt. Because books are in short supply and very expensive in Namibia, a
paper back book was included in each

bag. Since this was a Christian church in the

United States giving gifts to a Christian organtzation in Namibia, the bags also included a
New Testament of the Bible. This church was involved in packing food packets for an
organization from Minnesota named Feed My Starving Children. This organization sends

food all over the world to needy children through monetary donations from people
mainly from the United States. This writer learned the first shipment of food was going to
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be sent to an organization, Joint Compassion Keepers (JCK) in Swakapund, Namibia.

Before the scheduled trip to Namibia was made, this writer made internet contact with the
founder of JCK to meet them while in Windhoek, Namibia.
The American children were told that the weight limit for each bag would be

3

lbs. A weight limit was given for each bag because at the time of this trip each airline
passenger was allowed 2 pieces of checked luggage weighing 50 pounds each and one

piece of carry on luggage. This writer was accompanied by a friend for the 2008 trip, and
they planned to check 5 pieces of luggage, one of which would have an additional $150
charge. Rev. Christine Karises had informed this writer there was a need for 50 individual

bags. Also 3 boxes of food from the organization Feed My Starving Children was also
going to be packed and taken with the two passengers from the United States.
Some children in the Minnesota group took more than one bag to

filI. One girl in

particular filled 10 Bags of Friendship. Many took bags and had good intentions but

didn't fill them. A suggestion from this writer when trying this again would be to write
down each student and how many bags they are took and attach a signed permission slip
from the parent proving that parental involvement will be part of the adventure.

Phase 2
The second phase of this experiment involved traveling with the Bags

of

Friendship from the children of Minnesota to Katatura, Namibia. The Namibian children
were very excited and had their letters written and ready to hand in. They were told all
about the children in Minnesota and told about the Bags of Friendship that were packed
and brought to Namibia. Each child was asked to write down their name in large print on
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a piece

of paper. They held up their name tag and their picture was taken individually.

One of the other leaders handed them a Bag of Friendship and wrote down their name
and also the name of the child in Minnesota who packed the bag they received. The day

this all occurred the weather did not cooperate and it rained extremely hard.
Because of the cloudy sky and the rain and no

light in the room where the pictures

were being taken, many pictures did not turn out. Ideally, the whole procedure of picture

taking and handing out of bags and opening the bags would ideally happen outside.
Because of the weather, that

didn't happen. The children were crarnmed into one room, it

was very hot and muggy, they were anxious to get their gift, and it was very hard for
them to wait to take a picture, write down their name and the name of the person that sent

it. The trip of 2008 included visiting two separate schools and an organization that
required a bus trip for this writer and an over night stay, there was not enough time spent

with the Namibian children.
It would be helpful, when doing this again, to spend time with the Namibian
students and help them to compose their letters so more information could be included.

Since Rev. Karises isn't well versed in American life, it also would be helpful to spend

time teaching the Namibian children in the same way the U.S. children were taught about
Namibia. After spending time with the principals of two of the schools where the
Mother's Voice children attend, this writer believes it may be possible to visit the schools
and teach about American life. The principal at one of the schools asked the U.S. visitors

if they knew of any teachers in the United

States that would like to have an exchange

program with teachers from his school. He welcomed this writer and her friend warmly
and invited them to come back

if they should return to Katatura.
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When the children opened their bags and found all the gifts they were very

pleased. They seemed especially happy when they found the books. The children were
encouraged by this writer to read 15 to 20 minutes per duy, and

if they wanted they could

trade books with other people in the group, so they could read many of the books brought

from the United States. When this writer first returned to Namibia, Rev. Karises told her
that there were now 80 children in the feeding program. Extra cloth bags had been
brought from the U.S. and additional money had been collected. Supplies were purchased

in Windhoek, Namibia so there was

a bag

for every child in the program.

Due to weight a limitation of luggage, this writer suggests that possibly the Bags

of Friendship could include personal items, and the school supplies and hygiene items
could be purchased in the country where they would be distributed. The children of the

United States may be asked to give the additional money for the supplies or possibly fund
raise to cover the cost.

The money needed to buy the supplies could possibly be a Vacation Bible School
project. Many times the extra summer Sunday School like program that runs usually

during the week day for a week during the month of June, collects a special offering. The
supplies for the Bags of Friendship could be one of the organizations that the offering
could possibly go toward.
Phase 3

The last part of the model would be to hand out the letters and photographs that
were collected in the other country to the children in the United States. This was done
over two Wednesday nights at church only because many children were missing from the

first meeting. Another power point presentation was given showing the Minnesota
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children pictures of the Namibian children receiving their bags. Each child also received
a small

gift from this writer that was purchased in the open air market in down town

Windhoek, Namibia. It was a small hand carved wooden animal native to the Namibian
country side. The children were given the letters and the pictures, but as stated before
some of the pictures did not turn out due to the conditions under which they were taken.
Some of the children from Namibia wrote their cell phone numbers in their letters
and asked the Miruresota children to call them. I discouraged that from happening due to

the expense of international phone calls. Not alt the Minnesota children in the class room

participated in this activity and seemed to feel left out of the excitement of the other
children reading their letters. One of the boys from Namibia sent with his letter and
picture, an artificial red rose, which was received with mixed reaction. Generally the
Minnesota students seemed excited to get a letter written from a child in another country.
In the next pairing up of children, it would be better to have a time to hand the
letters and pictures out at a special meeting time attended by only the participants of the

Model. It would be appropriate to ask the children not to include their phone numbers so
that expensive phone bills aren't accrued for this adventure.
The Minnesota girl that took 10 bags and filled them, writing letters and including
her picture for each bag is home schooled and did this for a project. Since this writer

knew her and her parents and what they were trying to tie in to their teaching plan, a
special gift was given for her but handed out at a time when no other children were
around.
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Chapter tV. Discussion

This writer had an advantage over others that may want to try and replicate this

model. The opportunity to travel to the country where children from the United States
were going to partner and share information through letter writing was a special benefit.

To be able to experience the culture, religion, economic background, govemment, and
climate were all helpful when teaching the children in the United States about their
cohorts in Namibia. When the whole experiment was over, the ability to be able to return

for the second time to Namibia and hand deliver the Bags of Friendship instead of
mailing them was immeasurable.
The financial issue could be an issue with carrying out this model. If dealing with

children in a church in the United States it is possible that fund raising may have to occur.
This writer had a speaking opportunity at a metro area church a few weeks before
departure and a monetary stipend was given to her. This money paid for the extra luggage
that was taken in order to get all the Bags of Friendship packed and taken to Namibia.

Also possible ideas for funding raising could be learned from reading about organizations
like the Heifer Project International and their money making ideas.
The history of this the Heifer Project started in the 1930's when a man, Dan West,

from the Church of the Brethren handed out rations of milk to children during the
Spanish

Civil War. He realized that the children who received the milk lived and those

that did not receive it died. According to the history recorded on the Heifer Project

International website, Mr. West realized the people getting aid from his church in Spain
did "not need the milk they needed the cow" (Heifer Project lnternational, para.l -3 ).
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Since the inception of Heifer International

in

1944 help has been received by millions

of

people all over the world in 128 countries. People that have little chance of adequate food
are given live stock such as cattle, sheep, chickens or pigs. They are taught how to care

for the animals. In return, when the animals reproduce, the family that has received
animals is asked to give the offspring generated by the live stock to someone else that is
need. Depending on the animals, they provide

milk, eggs, or meat for the families

receiving them.
Heifer International has many ideas for fund raising. Individuals, corporations,
churches, and classes of students are all examples of beneficiaries that fund the

organization.

Obviously this whole project came at a significant cost to this writer.
Investigating the cost of mailing the bags was found to be exorbitant. Also because of the
corruption in the government in Namibia, the postal employees spoken to in both the
United States and Windhoek, Namibia could not guarantee that the mailed boxes would
even arrive. In February 2008 each airline traveler was allowed to check 2 bags

of

luggage each weighing no more than 50 pounds and carrying on one piece of luggage. An
extra bag cost a passenger $150 at that time. Today luggage restrictions and regulations
have changed. The Bags of Friendship may have to change in content

if this was tried

again, or most of the product in the bag may have to be purchased in the home country.
The program might be run like other organizations such as Compassion International that
give people the opportunity to sponsor a specific child each month through regular
donations. Each Bag of Friendship could possibly be sponsored by a person in the United
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States who would take financial responsibility to pay for the contents and also the cost

of

shipment.
When dealing with a small organization in another country other than the United
States

it is advisable to find out if

the organization is a registered non-profit association.

It is important to make sure when purchasing articles for someone or some organization
in another country that the intended subjects receive the donations. Since the Bags of
Friendship were hand delivered to the children, this situation was under control but if the
bags had been shipped

it may be difficult to determine if the intended children received

the gifts.

This writer had been warned several times on both trips about the dangers that
could befall American tourists in Namibia. The second trip when not with the college
program group, a woman was hired to be a cultural guide and interpreter. People in

Namibia do speak English, but the people this writer worked with in Katatura, did not
speak the English language well enough for in-depth information to be shared between

the two groups of people involved in this experiment. This writer strongly agrees with

Augsburg College policy that when in a foreign [and, a cultural guide should accompany
the visitors.

In the class room experiences at Augsburg the strength of tribal ties among the
people of different cultures throughout the world was discussed. LJntil this writer
traveled back to Namibia for the second time the understanding and definition of the
strength of tribal bonds was never really understood. Having a cultural guide who taught
details of the relationships of the people involved in this project, this writer began to
understand how important it is to form a relationship with specific group of people before

",.
JL

trying to get involved with them on apersonal basis. Since this writer visited Mother,s
Voice two years previous and had met the founder of the organ ization, it was very
easy to
hear her get excited about the idea of Bags of Friendship. Also because
Rev. Karises has
access to the internet

it was easy at times to communicate with her. Because

she does not

speak fluent English, she had to get someone to write and interpret what she
wanted to

communicate with this writer via e-mail. She was eager for the children in her
food
program to continue their education and write to someone in another country.
The letters that the students from Minnesota wrote were not read by this

writer before they were presented to the children in Namibia. It took several weeks
of
prodding to get the suburban children from Minnesota to get their letters
written. The
contents that were suggested to be in the letters were written in the permission
letter that
was sent to the parents. This writer went over the contents that she believed
the Namibian

children would like to know about people in the United States every Wednesday
night
that the teaching occurred at the church. Still the last night that the letters could
be turned

in, the children from this writer's church were not all completed and had to
be finished on
the spot. The Namibian children had their letters ready to present when
this writer

arrived at Mother's Voice. The time was short and conditions were crowded
so these
letters were not read befbre they were taken back to the United States.

In conclusion, this was an excellent opportunity for everyone that was involved.
The children from both countries had an excellent opportunity to learn
about each other.
The Minnesota children learned about a country they had never heard
about. The children

in Namibia learned that people in the United States are caring and want to
make
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relationships with people outside of their own country. Rev. Karises was eager for her
charges to become involved in an international adventure.

The purpose of Dr. Leininger's Culture Care Theory is to use research findings to

provide culturally congruent, safe, and meaningful care to clients of diverse or similar
cultures" (Leininger, 2002,pg. 189). The whole goal of the Bags of Friendship is help
children of different cultures come together to show each other they have similar beliefs
and many things about their lives are the same. This experiment was to help them realize

they can learn congruence of other cultures by sharing of themselves with people they
have not met from somewhere else in the world through written communication. The

Culture Care Theory was the first to concentrate on "global cultural care diversities
(differences) and care universalities (commonatities)" (Leininger, 2002, pg.190).
In the
same way this project was designed to help children become aware of the differences
and

commonalities between two completely different countries and cultures.
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Appendix A

Letter sent to parents
Wednesday Oct. 10, 2007
Greetings to parents of 5'h and 6'h graders at Grace (Sara how do I address them),
M v name ls
I have attended (name of church) for a number
of years. I am now going to spend time with your children on wednesday nights telling
them my story of traveling to Namibia, Africa. Some of you may have heard me last
Thanksgi ving Service or maybe you walked the HIV/AIDS walk on Sept 30. I am
comlng to Wednesday night class to teach about a mini stry I have become part of in
Windhoek, Namibia.
In the summer of 2006 I had the opportunity to spend 3 weeks in Windhoek,
Namibia. This is a country in the southern part of Africa that was formerly part of South
Africa. I went there to take a class for my Masters Degree in Multicultural Nursing. For
my clinical experience while there, I was required to work with someone or some
organization that had direct contact with HIV/AIDS patients or families. I met Rev.
Christina Karises, a Penacostal Baptist pastor who ministers to HIV/AIDS orphans. I
spent two weeks with her and the people that help her feed children.
The Wednesday nights that I spend with your children, I will be teaching about
the country of Namibia, the disease, the living conditions, the family structure, and
presenting an idea I have that children from (name of my church) can get involved with
kids in Africa if they would like. I plan on going back to Namibia in the next several
months and I colrespond with Rev. Christina on a sornewhat regular basis. I am excited
about children from both the U.S.A. and Namibia teaching each other about life's lessons
and the gift of friendship. The idea I have will be used for parlial completion of my
Master's degree.
If you have any questions please feel free to ask me. My e-mail address is

Sincerely,
Char Martins
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